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In this paper we study the Jacobi sums over a ring of residues modulo a prime 
power and obtain the basic relationship between Gauss sums and Jacobi sums, 
which allows us to determine the absolute value of the Jacobi sums. As an applica- 
tion, we discuss the congruence xf+ ‘.. +xI)E 1 (modp’), where p is an odd 
prime. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Jacobi sums over a finite field were first introduced and studied, for the 
case of a prime field, by Jacobi, Cauchy, and Gauss (unpublished), later by 
Eisenstein and Stickelberger and more recently by Davenport, Hasse, Weil, 
and Vandiver. In 1957, Lamprecht [3] developed a general theory of 
Jacobi sums for finite rings. For their detailed history and related references 
see [l, p. 104; 2, p. 2451. 
In this paper, we study the Jacobi sums over a ring of residues modulo 
a prime power and obtain the basic relationship between Gauss sums and 
Jacobi sums, which allows us to determine the absolute value of the Jacobi 
sums. These results can be immediately generalized to any residue class 
rings. As an application, we investigate in the last section the congruence 
xf+ ..* + xp = 1 (mod p*), p an odd prime, and establish a connection 
between the number of solutions of the congruence in a reduced residue 
system modulo p* and the number of certain “real” Jacobi sums. Finally, 
the congruence kP- ’ = 1 (modp*) is characterized by the “reality” of 
Jacobi sums modulo p*. 
1. CHARACTERS MODULO P” AND GAUSS SUMS 
Let K be a finite extension of the rational field Q, A the ring of integers 
of K, and P a prime ideal of A of norm N(P) = q, where q is a power of 
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a rational prime. Let A(P”), n L 1, denote the ring of residue classes of A 
modulo P” and A*(P”) the multiplicative group of A(P”) which consists of 
the elements prime to P. It can be easily seen that IA( = q” and 
IA* = q”-l(q- 1) where 1 .I denotes the cardinality of a set. 
For any UEA\{O}, set v(a)=k, if a=0 (mod P”), but af0 (mod Pk+‘), 
and set v(0) = co. 
Let rr be an element of A satisfying v(rc) = 1; then any element UEA(P”) 
can be represented uniquely as 
n-1 
a= C a,7+, U,EA(P). 
i=O 
In this sense, we can write A(P”)=A(Pk)@A(Pnpk) rc’, meaning that for 
any UE A, there exists a unique b (mod P”) and c (mod Pnpk), such that 
a-b+cnk (mod P”). Similarly, we write A*(P”)=A*(Pk)@A(Pnwk) nk. 
Throughout this paper, I and x denote characters of the abelian group 
A*(P”) and A(P”), respectively. For a E A, let b be the residue of modulo 
P”; we define A(a) = J(b) and x(a) = X(b), especially A(a) = 0, if a r0 
(mod P). For this reason, we call A and 1 multiplicative and additive 
characters modulo P”, respectively, and sometimes write 1 (mod P”) and x 
(mod P”), if modulo P” needs to be indicated. We denote the principal 
multiplicative and additive characters by ;1, and x0, respectively. 
For 0 <k 6 n, if k is the least integer such that A(a + bnk) = n(a) for any 
a, b E A, then Pk is called the conductor of A and is denoted by F(1). The 
definition of F(x) can be deduced in a similar way. The conductor of A0 and 
x0 is defined to be 1. Furthermore, a character modulo P” (multiplicative 
or additive) is called primitive, if its conductor is P”. 
For an additive character x (mod P”) and b E A, we define ~,(a) = X(ba), 
CI E A; it can be easily seen that xb is also an additive character modulo P”, 
and we have 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf x (mod P”) is a primitive character, then xb, 
b E A(P”), represents all the additive characters modulo P”. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let F(x) = Pk, k 2 0, v(b) = t; then 
‘(&J) = .k’!, if t2k, 
3 if t<k. 
For any characters I (mod P”) and x (mod P”), the sum 
W, x, P”) = 1 A(a) x(a) 
atA 
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is called the Gauss sum modulo P” associated with i. and x. For brevity, 
we may write G(I, 2) for G(A, x, P”) if confusion is avoided. 
Put R’(A) = P”‘, F(x) = Pn2 and let n, = maxin,, rzz}; then for any positive 
integer m with n, 6 m 6 n, we may take 3, and x as characters modulo P”, 
and evidently we have 
G(E,, x, P”) = q” mG(lu. x, P”). (1.1) 
If n, < 1, it is sufficient to consider the Gauss sums over finite field A(P) 
exclusively, and we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [2, p. 1931. 
G(A x, f’) = 
1 
q-1 
- 1, 
0, 
IG(k x, P)I = q”‘, 
If n,> 1, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose n = no > 1; then 
MA x, f’“)I = ’ 
if n,=n,, 
if n,#nz. 
The readers are referred to [4, Sect. 201 for proof of this proposition for 
K = Q and to [3] when K is a general field. 
2. JACOBI SUMS MODULO P” 
Let A,, . . . . A, (r > 2) be multiplicative characters modulo P” and S,(CI, r), 
a E A, denote the set of solution vectors of the congruence x1 + . . . + x, = a 
(mod P”) over A(P”), S,*(a, r) the set of vectors of S,(a, r) with all their 
components prime to P. The Jacobi sum modulo P” associated with Ai is 
defined by 
JczU 1, . ..> 4, P”) = c b(c, ) ‘. UC,). 
(Cl. ...! c,) E wa, r) 
Put F(1,) = P”’ and n,=max ni; then for any positive integer m with 
no d m <n, we may consider each Ai as a multiplicative character modulo 
P”, and it is obvious that 
J,(A,, . . . . A,, Pn)=q’n-m)(r~‘)J,(~,, . . . . A,, P”). (2.1) 
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Thus, we may consider only three cases: n, = 0, n = 1, and n B 2. 
If n, = 0, then I,, . . . . A, are all principal characters. By the principle of 
inclusion and exclusion it is not difficult to show the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. If Ai, . . . . A, (mod P”) are all principal, then 
J,(h 2 ..., A,, P”) 
i 
4 (,-lI(,~l)~l[(q-l)‘+(-l)‘~‘], if af0 (mod) P), = 
9 (,~l)(,~l)~‘[(q-l)‘+(-l)‘(q-l)], if a = 0 (mod P). 
If n, = i, we may consider the Jacobi sums over A(P) and we have 
THEOREM 2.2 [2, p. 2061. Zf not all of A.,, . . . . 1, (mod P) are principal, 
then for any non-principal additive character x (mod P), 
W,, x)...G(L x) 
J,(A, 2 . . . . 4, P) = (32, . ..A., x,) ’ 
( - l/q) W, 9 xl . . . WA-, XL 
where a $0 (mod P), and 
JOG4 3 .‘., 4, PI = 
(l- l/q) G(4, x)...G(L xl, 
Remark. It is defined in [ 1,2] that 1,(O) = 1; this is different from the 
definition we have given here. However, Theorem 2.2 can be proved in a 
similar way to Theorems 5.20 and 5.21 in [2]. 
If n, > 1, we can get the result which is analogous to Theorem 2.2. The 
following lemma plays a key role in the proof of the main result in this 
paper. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that n 3 2 and at least one of A., , . . . . 1, (mod P”) is 
primitive; then 
6) J,(A, . . . . A,, P”) = 0, if a f 0 (mod P) and A, . . .A, is not primitive, 
(ii) J,(;1,,...,I,,P”)=O, ifa=O(modP)and1,.~~A.,isprimitive. 
Proof: For any x = (xl, . . . . x,), y = (y l, . . . . y,) E S,(a, r), we introduce a 
relation “ - “: 
x - y iff xi-y,(modP”-‘),i=1,2 ,..., r. 
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It is clear that - defines an equivalence relation on S,(a, Y) and there- 
fore determines a partition of S,,(a, r), which is non-trivial since n >, 2. 
For c = (c,, . . . . c,) E S,(a, r), denote by C the equivalence class determined 
by c; then for any b = (b,, . . . . b,)E S,(O, r), we have c+ bn” ’ = 
(cl + b,F,, . . . . c, + b,C’ ) E C, and every element of C can be represented 
uniquely in this form. In this sense, let S,,+ ,(a, r) be the set of fixed 
representation elements of all the distinct equivalence classes. We can write 
S,(a, r) = s,- ,(a, r) x S,(O, r) and ,S,*(a, r) = Szm ,(a, r) x S,(O, r). For any 
dEA, put o,(d)=A,(l +dn”-‘); then 
o,(d+d’)=Li(l +(d+d’)n”-l) 
=&((I +drc”-I)(1 +d’nnpl))=ai(d)oi(d’) 
and oi(d) = 1, if d= 0 (mod P). Therefore, cr is an additive character 
modulo P. It is clear that oi is a principal character if and only if Ai is not 
primitive. 
Let 0 be a fixed non-principal additive character modulo P. By Proposi- 
tion 1.1, there exists a gjE A such that a,(d) = a(g,d) for dE A, and thus ci 
is a principal character if and only if gj z 0 (mod P). By assumption let %, 
be primitive; therefore, g, $0 (mod P). Since (A, ... A,)( 1 + dn”- ‘) = 
o,(d) . ..o.(d)=a((g, + . . . + gr) d), it follows that 1, . . .A, is primitive if 
and only if g, + ... + g, $0 (mod P). Thus 
J,(A 3 . . . . LP”)= 1 J.,(c,+b,nn~l)~~~%r(c,+b,n”~l) 
(Cl . . . . . C,)ES-II 
(bl...., br)sS~(O,r) 
= 
c ~,(c,)~~~~,(~,)~,(c~‘b,)~~~o,(c;’b,) 
(c I,.... c,)E.T:m,(a,r) 
(bl ,...I br)eS~(O.rl 
= 
c &(c,) ‘..k(C,) NC,, ..., c,), 
(CI,....C,)Eh-1(a.r) 
where 
NC 1, ..., c,) = c o,(c;‘b,).q(c;‘b,) 
Cbi ,..., b,)sS~(O.rl 
= 
c a(g,c;‘b, + ... + g,+, 
b ,...., b,m,sA(P) 
x&b,_,-g,c;‘(b,+ ... +b,p,)) 
r-1 
=,vl C ~((gicY’-grcY’)b)* 
beA 
(2.2) 
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From c,=u-ccl-- ... -c,-, (mod P) we can see that if the system of 
linear equations 
k!itxl + ... +x,-,)+g,x;=ag,, i= 1,2, . ..) r- 1, (2.3) 
over the finite field A(P) has no solution or has only the trivial solution, 
then the Jacobi sum equals zero. Since g, $0 (mod P), evidently, the coef- 
ficient matrix G of the system of equations (2.3) can be reduced to 
diag{g,, . . . . g,, gl + ... + g,} after some element transformations. When 
a = 0 (mod P), Eq. (2.3) is homogeneous. In this case, if %, ... 1, is 
primitive, i.e., g, + ... + g, $0 (mod P), then G is non-singular and 
Eq. (2.3) has the only trivial solution, and thus the sum = 0. When a $0 
(mod P), Eq. (2.3) is non-homogeneous, and its augmented matrix is of 
rank r - 1. Therefore, if A, . . . A, is not primitive, i.e., g, + ... + g, = 0 
(mod P), Eq. (2.3) has no solution, which implies that the sum = 0. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that n > 2, A,, I., (mod P”) are primitive and 
(P=A,&, F(q)= Pk, O< k<n. Let aEA, v(a)= t, t > 1. Then for any 
primitive additive character x (mod P”), 
(1 -l/q) GV,, x, P”) W,, x, W, if k=O, tan, 
-(l/q) (34, x, P”) G(&, x, P”), if k=O, t=n- 1, 
JAI,, 4, P”) = W,, x, P”) WA,, x, P”) 
G(cp, xo, P”) ’ 
if k=n-t>O, 
0, otherwise. 
Proof: We distinguish three cases according to k’s value. 
Case 1. k>n-t;i.e.,k-lan-t.Ifn<t,thena-O(modP”),and 
one gets 
J#,,&,Pn)= c Ai(6);L,(a--)=A,(-l) 1 cp(b)=O. 
be A(P) beA 
If n> t, then k-l>O, and for any beA*( there exist ceA*(Pkpl) 
and d E A(P”-k-l), such that b = c + d?rk-‘, and thus q(b) = 
cp(c + dxk-‘) = cp(c) cp(1 + c-‘dxk-‘). Put a(d) = cp(l - c-‘dxk-‘); it 
follows from F(cp) = Pk that 0 is a non-principal additive character 
modulo Pn-‘+‘. v(a) = t > n - k + 1, which implies that I,(ab-’ - 1) = 
&(ac-1 - l), and therefore, we have 
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J,(A,, lbr, P”) = 2 i,(h) &(a - h) 
hEA 
= c cp(h)E.,(ub~ ‘-1) 
hEA* 
= c cp(c)Mac-‘) c o(d) =o. 
ctA*(Pk- ‘I dE,4(P”-“+‘) 
Case 2. k<n- t; i.e., k<n - t - 1. If n-t - 1 =O, then k=O, i.e., 
cp=&; thus we have 
J,(A,, AZ, P”) = AZ(b) il(a - h) 
hsA(P”) 
= c q(b) ,I,(&- 1) 
htA’(P”l 
=A2(-1) 1 1,(1 -ba). 
hG A(P”) 
Put &(l - ab) = o(b). Since v(a) = n - 1, it follows that 0 is an additive 
character modulo P” with the conductor P; therefore 
.I#,,&, P”)=A,(-l)q”-’ 1 a(b)= -1’2(-l)qn+ 
be A*(P) 
Since A,& = A,, G(A,, x, P”) G(&, x, P”) = IV2( - 1) G(il,, x, P”) G(I,, x, P”) 
= A2( - 1) q”, and thus 
Jo@,, A,, P”)= -l/qG(E.,, x, P”) G(A,, x, P”). 
If n-t-l>O, then for any beA*( write b=~+drr~~‘~~, 
cEA*(pn-r-l), dEA(P’+’ ). Since kbn-t-l, one has cp(b)=cp(c), 
cp(b-‘) = cp(c-‘), and ;l,(ab - 1) = ;l,(ac - 1 + dax”-‘-I) = &(ac - 1) 
A,(1 +d(ac- 1))’ ad-‘-I). Set a(d)=E,,(l +d(ac- 1))’ u7F~l); from 
v(a) = t it follows that v(ax n-‘- ’ ) = n - 1, and (r is a non-principal additive 
character modulo P’+ ‘. Therefore 
J,(A,, A,, P”) = C i,(b) &(a-b) = q(b) A,(ab-’ - 1) 
bt- A(P”) bEA* 
= 1 cp(b-‘)&(a& 1) 
be A*(p) 
= c dc-‘) I,(uc- 1) c a(d) =o. CtA*(p”-‘--l, ds A(P’+‘) 
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Case 3. k=n-r. If k=n-t=O, then (p=A,,, a=0 (mod P”), and it 
is obvious that 
J,(&,LP”)= c n,(b)M-b)=M-l) c &I(b) 
beA btA*(P”) 
=I,(-l)q”(l -l/q) 
= (1 - l/q) W,, x, f’“) (-34, x, P”). 
If k = IZ - t > 0, then for any primitive additive character x (mod P”), one has 
F( x,) = F( cp) = Pk; therefore, 
bG A(P) <CA(P) 
= c h(b)Uc)x(b+c) 
b,cE A(P) 
= c x(c) J,(h, 4, P”). 
ceA(P”j 
Since cp is not primitive, then Lemma 2.3 gives J,(i, , &, P”) = 0 if c $0 
(mod P). On the other hand, the demonstration in Case 1 implies that 
J,,(I, , &, P”) = 0, and therefore 
W, > x, P”) Wb, x, P”) = c x(c) J,(&, 4, P”). 
CGA(P) 
I<vlc)<n-1 
If v(c) = i, then there exists a ti E A*(P”-‘) satisfying c = nit,, so we have 
W,, x,/f’) G(L xv/f)= c J,,(&, LP”) 
i= 1 
x c cp(tJ Xd(~i). 
r,GA*(P-‘) 
If k>n-i, then Case 1 implies that J,,(A,,&, P”)=O. If k<n-i, then 
cp = A1 A, can be viewed as a non-primitive character modulo P” - i. Since x is 
a primitive character modulo P”, xX, is a primitive character modulo Pnei, 
and from 0 < k < n - i, we have n - i > 1, so by Proposition 1.4 we get 
and therefore, 
W,, xv P”) WA,, x, P”)=J,,(h, 12, P”) G(cp, xnl, Pk) 
=J,(h, A,, f’“) G&h, x,, Pk). 
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It follows from Proposition 1.4 that G( A,,!,, x,, P”) # 0, and hence 
By means of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 and similar ways in [2, Sect. 3, Chap. 51, 
it is easy to show the following: 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that n z 2 and at least one of A,, . . . . A, (mod P”) is 
primitive; then for any primitive additive character x (mod P”), we have 
(i) Zf a f 0 (mod P), 
(W,, x, J’“)...G(L x, P”) 
, if A, . . .A, is primitive, 
JaU A,, P”) = 
G(A, . ..A., ~a, P”) 1, . ..> 
0, otherwise. 
(2.4)) 
(ii) Zf a = 0 (mod P), 
J,(&, . . . . 4, P”) 
(34, x, P”)...G(L x, P”) 
WI . ..A. Xa, Pk) ’ 
= (l- l/q) CCL,, x, P”)...G(L x, P”), 
( - l/q) ‘34, x, P”) . . . GbL x, P”), 
0, 
if 1 <k<n,k=n-t, 
lf k=O, tan, 
lf k=O, t=n- 1, 
otherwise, 
(2.5) 
where t=v(a), t> 1, F(1, . ..IZr)=Pk. Odk<n. 
From Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 1.4 we have immediately: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let n > 2 and I, , . . . . I, as in Theorem 2.5. Set F(Aj) = Pni, 
F(l , , . . . . A,) = Pk, and v(a) = t. Then 
(i) IJa(A,, . . . . A,, Pn)l = 
if k=n=n,= . . En,, 
otherwise, 
if t = 0, i.e., a f 0 (mod P). 
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(ii) IJ,(4, . . . . 4, PY 
i 
(nr- k)/2 
= ;1 - 1/q; qnri2, 
if k+tn=n,= ... =n,, 
if k=O, t>n=n,= ‘.. =n,, 
m/2 - 1 
4 2 if k=O, t+l=n=n,= ... =nrr 
0, otherwise, 
if t > 0. 
3. CONGRUENCE x;+ ... +x,P= l(modp’) 
Let p be an odd prime. If there exist rational integers x, y, z such that 
p 1 xyz and xp + yp = zp (i.e., the first case of Fermat’s last theorem is false 
for p), then 2p-1 = 1 (modp’), and more generally, 
kP-‘=l 
(mod p2) (3.1) 
for every positive integer k < 89 [S, 61. 
In this section, by discussing the number of solutions of the following 
congruence over Z*(p2), 
xf+ ... +x,p=l (mod p2), (3.2) 
we obtain a connection between congruence (3.1) and the reality of Jacobi 
sums modulo p2. 
Throughout this section, let 5 and c denote some primitive pth and p2th 
roots of the unity, respectively, and A be a fixed multiplicative character 
modulo p2 of order p. It is clear that il is primitive. For brevity, we write 
J(i 1, . . . . i,) for Jl(Ai’, . . . . Air,p2) and G(j) for G(1’, x,p2), where i,, . . . . i, and 
j are rational integers and x is a primitive additive character modulop’ 
defined by x(a) = [“, a E Z. It is obvious that i,, . . . . i, and j can be con- 
sidered modulo p. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let i,, . . . . i, be integers not all of them ~0 (mod p); then 
there exists integer t, 0 6 t < p - 1, such that 
J(i 1, . . . . i,) = 
pr- l5’, if (i, . ..i.)(il + ... +i,)SO (modp), 
0, otherwise. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.6, we have 
IJ(i 1 I e-7 
r- 1 
’ 
if (il . . . i,)(il + ... +i,)$O(modp), 
, otherwise. 
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Now, let (i,...i,)(i,+ ... + i,) $0 (mod p). Since J(i,, . . . . i,) is an 
algebraic integer, 1 - 5 is a prime in Q(t), and (p) = (1 - 0, we have 
J(i ,, .,,, i,)E(l -<)(p-l’(r-‘)= (p’ ‘), and thus J(i,, ..,, ir)=prP’u, where 
u is an integer in Q(c). Clearly, 1~1 = 1, and it follows that u = +r’, 
O<t<p--1 (see [l, p.2151). Now, we show that u=<‘by induction on 
r. For r = 2, expanding and collecting terms in the sum yield that there 
exist non-negative integers d,, 0 < i 6 p - 1, such that 
J(i,, i,)=d,+d,{+ ... +dpp,<P--l 
and 
d,,+d,+ ... +d,-,=P(P-2). (3.3) 
If u = -t’, then we get that [ is a root of polynomial f(x) = 
a,+a,.u+ ... +uPPlxpP’, where ai=di, O<i<p-I, i#t, and 
u, = d, + p, which must be divisible by 1 + x + . . . + xp- ‘. Thus, all of the 
coefficients aj, 0 6 i 6 p - 1, are equal, and so, from (3.3), p(p - 2) = 
(p - 1 )(d, + p) + d, = p( p - 1) + pd,. This contradicts d, 3 0. The result 
follows for r = 2. Furthermore, for r > 2, we suppose that the assertion is 
true for each integer k, 2 <k < r. Since (ii . . . i,)(i, + . . . + i,) f 0 (mod p), 
we conclude that there exists integer t, 0 < t < r, such that 
(ii+ ... +i;)(i:+l+ ... +i:)fO (mod ph 
where {ii, . . . . ii) is a permutation of {i,, . . . . i?). In fact, if there is an integer 
j, ldj<r, satisfying i,+ ... +ij-l+ij+,+ ... +i,-0 (modp), then we 
may take t = 1. Otherwise, there hold ii E i, = ... z i, (modp), it follows 
that r E 1 (modp), and in this case, we may take t = 2. Since r > 2, it 
follows that t > 2 or r - t > 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
t>2 and (i,+ ... +i,)(i,+l+ ... t 
have 
i,) $0 (mod p). By Theorem 2.5, we 
J(i,, . . . . i,) = 
G(i,)...G(i,) 
G(i, + ... +i,) 
G(i,)...G(i,) G(i,+ ... ti,)G(i,+l)...G(i,) 
= G(i, + . . . + i,) G(i, t ... + i,) 
= J(iL, . . . . ic) J(il + . . . + i,, i, + L, . . . . i,). 
Therefore, an induction shows that u = t’, which completes the proof. 1 
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For a positive integer k with (k,p) = 1, let gk be an automorphism 
5 4 tk of Q(t) over Q. From the definition of the sums, it follows that 
rrkJ(il, . . . . i,) = J(ki,, . . . . ki,), which implies J(i,, . . . . i,) = akJ( 1, ii, . . . . ii), if 
i, $0 (modp). 
Put T=((i, ,..., i,)jl<i, ,..., i,bp--1, l+i,+ . ..+i.fO (modp)}. It 
is easy to see that (TI = Is:(l, r)j = [(p- l)‘+(-l)‘-‘l/p (see 
Theorem 2.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let N denote the number of solutions of the congruence 
(3.2) over Z*(p2) and k the number of Jacobi sums of the form J( 1, i,, . . . . i,), 
(L, . . . . i,) E T, whose value is real. Then N = p’k. 
Proof: 
N=c,+,~c=, (~~~~i~(cl))-..(~~I,~(cr)) 
I 
P-1 P-1 
= i;. . . . c J(il> . ..> 4). 
lr = 0 
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.6, it follows that 40, . . . . 0) = p’- 2( (p - 1)’ + 
(- l)‘- ‘) = p’-’ 1 TI and the sums are equal to zero, if some, but not all, 
of ij are zero. Thus 
p--l P--l 
N=p’-’ ITI + 1 ... 1 J(i,, . . . . i,) 
=P 
r-l 
=P 
r-1 
il = 1 i, = 1 
P-1 
TI + 1 1 ‘J,J(l, i,, . . . . i,) 
li~,...,i,)~ T  k= I 
P-l 
TI +P’-I C 1 ak(<i,....,i,), 
(i*.....i,)s T  k= 1 
where trl,...,i, is a pth root of unity with J( 1, i,, . . . . i,) = pr- I[,2 ,,,,, i,. Clearly, 
By the assumption of the theorem, there exist only k (i2, . . . . i,) in T, such 
that cj, ,,,,, i, = 1. Hence 
N=p’-‘TI+p’-‘[(p-l)k-(ITI-k)]=p’k. B 
An analoguous demonstration to the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that 
G(l)=&‘, O<t<p’-1. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let G(1) = pi’, (k,p) = 1; then X-p ’ E 1 (modp’) if md 
only if G(k) = perk. 
ProoJ: Let g be the automorphism < -+ <” of Q(i) over Q. For 
u~Z*(p~), since A(a) is a pth root of unity, there exists an integer t(a)? 
such that p 1 r(a) and A(a) = jrCu’. Thus, 
~l’~=aG(l)=cr c A(u)x(u)= c [k-(r(o’+U’ 
UEZYp2) otz*(p’) 
= 1 Ak(u) I = Ak(k) G(k), 
aezyp2j 
and therefore, G(k) = p[lk if and only if /ik(k) = 1, which is equivalent to 
k-l-1 (modp’). 1 
THEOREM 3.4. Let k be an integer with (k, p) = 1. Then kPp ’ = 1 
(mod p*) if and only if J( 1, . . . . 1) = pk - I, where the sum is associated with 
k characters. 
Proof: It is immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.3. 1 
From Theorem 3.1, it can be demonstrated that each Jacobi sum with 
the real value of the form J( 1, i2, . . . . i,), ( i2, . . . . i,) E T, determines uniquely 
a solution of congruence (3.2) in the form (a,, . . . . a,), 1 <a,< p - 1. The 
following theorem exhibits the corresponding relationship for r = 2. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let k be an integer with 1 <k < p - 2. Then J( 1, k) = p if 
and only if (k + l)P - kP = 1 (modp’). 
Proof: If (k + l)p - kP E 1 (modp2), then there exists an integer t 
such that (k + l)p = k + 1 + tp (mod p*) and kP = k + tp (mod p’). 
Thus, (k+ 1+ tp)“-‘z 1 (modp2) and (k+ tp)pP1- 1 (modp*). From 
Lemma 3.3, 
J(l,k)=J(l,k+tp)= G( 1) G(k + tp) = 
G(k+ 1+ tp) ” 
The necessity is given by the uniqueness of the correspondence. 1 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Proposition 1.4. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1. n=n,>n,. Since x is not primitive, x(u + bz”- ‘) = x(u) for 
any a, b E A. Since A is primitive, there exists CE A, such that 
A(1 + c7c”-‘) # 1. Set d= 1 + corn-‘; it is evident that d is prime to P and 
x(du) =x(u) for any a E A. Thus 
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G(A, xl= 1 4~) x(a) = c j.(du) x(du) 
UE A(P) rr.sA(P) 
= I(d) G(A, x). 
Viewing that /Z(d)# 1, we have G(A., x)=0. 
Case 2. n = n2 > n,. Since 1. is not primitive, R(b + cxflp I) = A(b) for 
any b, c E A. Hence 
G(%,x)= c A(u)x(u)= 1 A(b+cn”-‘)X(b+d-‘) 
LIEA “:$&” 
= 2 4b)x(b) c x,.-l(c). 
heA(P”-‘1 CE A(P) 
Since n > 1, and x is a primitive character modulo P”, we may consider 
X+I as a non-principal character modulo P, thus the inner sum = 0, and 
it follows that G(A, x) = 0. 
Case 3. n=n,=n,. For bEA, ifb$O (modP), then 
GO., xb) = 1 A(a) x(ba) = J(b) G(j., xl. 
ucA(F) 
If b = 0 (mod P), xb is a non-primitive character, and the foregoing discus- 
sion implies that G(A, xb) = X(b) G(A, x) = 0, and therefore, 
IW XII’ = GO., xl c 
-- 
j-(b) x(b) 
he A(P) 
= c G(kxh)x(b) 
hEA 
= 1 c l.(u)X(ba-b) 
hG.4(P) oeA(P) 
= 1 A(a) c XU-,(b)=41)q”=q”. 
UEAIP”) bE A(P) 
This completes the proof. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (i) For u $0 (mod P), if 1, . . E,, is not 
primitive, then Lemma 2.3 implies that J,(A,, . . . . A,., P”) =O. Now, we let 
Al ... 1, be primitive; then for b $0 (mod P), it is clear that 
Jh@, , .I., ;I,, P”)= (A, . ../i.)(b)J,(i I3 . . . . L P”), 
and for b = 0 (mod P), we can also get, by Lemma 2.3, that 
Jh(Al, . . . . A,, P”)= (A, . ..A.)(b)J,(3.,, . . . . I,,, P”). 
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Therefore, for any primitive additive character 1 (mod P”), one has 
GO.,, x, f’“)...GO.,., x, f”‘) 
= c A,(c,)...i,(c,) x(c, + ‘.’ +c,) 
(I, . ..c.eA(P”) 
= 1 X(b) Jh(Jb,, ..., 4, P”) 
hG .4(P) 
=J,(l,, “.” L P”) c (1, ...A)(b) X(h) 
hc A(P) 
= J,(A, , . . . . I,,P")G(Eu, . ..E..,x,,P"). 
Since 1, ... 1, (mod P") and xa (mod P") are all primitive, it follows from 
Proposition 1.4 that G( I, 1 . . . A,, xti, P") # 0, and hence (2.4) is valid. 
(ii) For af0 (mod P), if A, . ..A. is primitive, then Lemma 2.4 gives 
that J,(A,, . . . . A,, P") = 0. Now, we let ;I1 . . .1, be not primitive. Since at 
least one of 1 I) . . . . 1, is primitive, without loss of generality, we can assign 
it to be II,; then A, ... A, ~, is also primitive. Thus 
= c k(b) 1 ~I(cI)~~~LI(cr-I) hEA c,+. .c,-,=a-h 
=J,(~,,...,~,~,,P")J,(1,...~,~,,1,,P"). 
Hence, it can be concluded from (2.4) and Lemma 2.4 that (2.5) is true. 1 
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